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The latest advances in the field of photonics have enabled the simulation of an increasing number
of quantum models in photonic systems, turning them into an important tool for realizing exotic
quantum phenomena. In this paper we suggest different ways in which these systems can be used to
study the interplay between flat band dynamics, topology and interactions in a well-known quasi-
1D topological insulator: the Creutz ladder. Firstly, a simple experimental protocol is proposed to
observe the Aharonov-Bohm localization in the noninteracting system, and the different experimen-
tal setups that might be used for this are reviewed. We then consider the inclusion of a repulsive
Hubbard-type interaction term, which can give rise to repulsively bound pairs termed doublons. The
dynamics of these quasiparticles are studied for different points of the phase diagram, including a
regime in which pairs are localized and particles are free to move. Finally, a scheme for the photonic
implementation of a two-particle bosonic Creutz-Hubbard model is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen vast advances in the field of
“quantum simulation”, an approach first proposed by
Feynman [1], in which the dynamics of some compli-
cated quantum system is simulated by another, highly-
controllable, quantum system. In principle this technique
can provide an enormous speed advantage over the con-
ventional approach of simulating such systems using dig-
ital (classical) computers, a feature known as “quantum
supremacy” [2]. Quantum simulation of materials using
photonic systems and cold atoms in optical lattices have
allowed experimentalists to physically realize a wealth of
exotic quantum phases and phenomena that were previ-
ously only theoretical proposals. The latest advances in
these fields are pushing the boundaries of what can be
directly observed in a laboratory, as they provide a feasi-
ble way to study the subtle dynamics of exotic quantum
systems.
A particularly important application of quantum sim-
ulation is the investigation of topological insulators; ma-
terials which are insulating in the bulk, but possess con-
ductive surface states protected by topological order [3].
The simplest examples of this form of material occur in
one-dimensional [4], or quasi one-dimensional systems. A
notable example of the latter type of system is the Creutz
ladder [5], in which particles (bosonic or fermionic) move
in a ladder-like lattice in the presence of a magnetic field,
as shown in Fig. 1.
For some special values of this magnetic field, and in
the absence of the rung-like links, the energy bands of
the Creutz ladder become flat. This means that the
group velocity of the particles, vg = ∂kω(k), vanishes,
and that free propagation of single particles is thus im-
possible. The mechanism behind this localization is the
Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect, the phase acquired by the
wavefunction of a charged particle by moving through a
region with a non-zero magnetic vector potential. This
effect is also seen in some bipartite lattices such as the T3
lattice [6] and the rhombus chain [7], where it has been
termed “Aharonov-Bohm caging”. This localization ef-
fect has been observed experimentally in superconduct-
ing wire networks [8], metal wire lattices [9], ultracold
atom lattices [10] and, most recently, in a photonic sys-
tem [11].
As the single-particle kinetic energy is zero in a flat
band, even extremely weak interactions can have an
enormous effect on the system’s properties. Introduc-
ing a contact interaction of Hubbard-type lifts the de-
generacy of the flat bands and breaks AB-caging, sig-
nificantly complicating the system’s properties and pro-
ducing a rich phase-space which can include a quan-
tum pair-liquid, a Wigner solid, a condensate, and a su-
persolid phase [12, 13]. For strong interactions, parti-
cles can form repulsively-bound pairs called “doublons”
which can themselves experience AB-caging at a different
value of the magnetic flux [14]. This rich phenomenology
makes the Creutz ladder an excellent arena to study the
effects and interplay of topology, AB localization and in-
teractions. In this paper, we first study the effects of AB
interference on one-particle states in the Creutz ladder,
and show how they can be observed experimentally in
photonic systems. We then proceed to investigate how
interactions modify these results, by introducing the min-
imal model which incorporates interparticle interactions:
the two-particle Creutz-Hubbard ladder. Finally, we pro-
pose a way to implement the latter model in a photonic
system, focusing on the geometry of the lattice and the
necessary use of synthetic dimensions [15].
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2II. CREUTZ LADDER
The Creutz ladder (Fig. 1a) consists of two chains
of sites connected with horizontal, vertical and diagonal
hopping amplitudes. Additionally, a magnetic field is
applied perpendicularly to the plane of the ladder. This
causes some hopping amplitudes to acquire a so-called
Peierls phase and become complex. We choose the gauge
in which the horizontal hoppings cause a change of phase
of e±iφ/2 in the wavefunction, and the rest are real. The
sign of the phase change is positive if the particle moves
to the right (left) on the upper (lower) leg of the ladder,
and negative if it moves in the opposite direction. For
m = 0 (no “rung” hopping terms), the lattice is bipartite,
given that all first neighbours of sites with an odd j-
coordinate correspond to an even j, and vice versa.
We will first consider the single-particle case, and go
on to consider interactions in Sec. III. Let c
(†)
j,α be the
destruction (creation) operator for a boson in site |j, α〉
of the ladder, where j = 1, ..., L labels the rungs along
the ladder and α = A,B labels the two legs. The Creutz
Hamiltonian then takes the form:
HC =−
∑
j,α
[
Jαc
†
j+1,αcj,α + Jc
†
j+1,αcj,α +
+
m
2
c†j,αcj,α +H.c.
]
(1)
where the horizontal hopping terms are Jα = Je
iσαφ/2,
with σA/B =±1 and α =
{
B if α = A
A if α = B
. The model is
thus specified by two hopping amplitudes (J and m), and
the magnetic flux, represented by φ.
The physical magnetic flux that threads each plaquette
[16], Φ, is proportional to the total phase φ acquired by
a particle moving along its border in a clockwise sense:
φ = 2pi ΦΦ0 =
qΦ
~ , where Φ0 is the magnetic flux quantum,
and q is the electric charge of a particle.
Since the system is bipartite, its band Hamiltonian is
a two-dimensional Hermitian matrix. Consequently, in
momentum space it can be written in terms of the Pauli
matrices as H(k) = d01+ ~d · ~σ, where:
d0 = −2J cos k cos φ
2
(2)
~d = (−m− 2J cos k, 0, 2J sin k sin φ
2
). (3)
The directed closed path formed by the image of the
Brillouin zone under the function (dz(k), dx(k)) is par-
ticularly important. This path forms a closed loop as a
consequence of the periodicity of the Brillouin zone. Its
winding number around the origin defines the topologi-
cal invariant of the system (see Fig. 1c), which serves to
distinguish different topological phases of the system.
FIG. 1. a) Geometry of the Creutz ladder. The coordinates
j, α label the sites, and L is the length of the ladder. J and
m are the moduli of the corresponding hopping amplitudes.
When a magnetic flux of Φ threads each plaquette, the com-
plex horizontal amplitudes cause a phase change in the wave-
function of ±φ/2 = ±piΦ/Φ0. b) Topological phase diagram
for the Creutz ladder. The phase φ is proportional to the mag-
netic flux through a plaquette and m is the vertical hopping
amplitude. The left and right edges of the diagram represent
the same set of systems. Two trivial (ν = 0) and two non-
trivial (ν = ±1) topological phases can be distinguished. c)
Image of the function (dx(k), dz(k)) [Eq. (3)] along the Bril-
louin zone for some of the points in the phase diagram. Its
winding number around the origin corresponds to the topo-
logical invariant ν of the phase the point belongs to. For O
and T, ν is not well defined, and the image of the function
passes through the origin.
We show the topological phase diagram of the system
as a function of the phase induced by the magnetic flux,
φ, and the vertical hopping amplitude, m, in Fig. 1b
[17]. Four topological phases can be distinguished. The
system is topologically trivial for |m| > 2J , with a van-
ishing winding number, and thus a Zak phase of zero.
For |m| < 2J , two different topological phases exist, with
winding numbers of ν = ±1, depending on the value of φ.
Both phases are associated with a Zak phase of Z = −pi,
given that this quantity is defined modulo 2pi (see Ap-
pendix A). The boundaries of these regions correspond
to metallic systems, in which the two bands of the model
touch. The phase diagram is periodic in φ, with period
4pi. This means that the left and right sides of Fig. 1b
represent the same points in phase space. As a simple
consistency check, we calculated the Zak phase numeri-
cally for different points of the phase space.
3FIG. 2. a) AB caging. In the system with φ = pi, the time
evolution of the state |j, α〉 never allows the particle to leave
the AB cage centered on that site (shaded in orange). The
numbers inside each site and the color code used show the
phase acquired by the wavefunction when tunneling to the
second neighbors of j, α along the two simplest (i.e. two-step)
paths. Each pair of paths interfere destructively, and the par-
ticle never leaves the cage. The color code used to represent
the phases of the wavefunction is specified by the color wheel
on the left. This code is used throughout this work to repre-
sent complex quantities. b) Rhombus chain. A magnetic flux
represented by the phase φ threads each rhombus. The AB
cage of a spinal site is shaded in orange. c) A Creutz ladder
with m = 0 can be obtained by identifying the corresponding
top and bottom sites of two rhombus chains, represented in
red and blue. The purple sites mark the sites where the iden-
tification has taken place. The AB cages for this lattice are
inherited from the rhombus chains that form it. d) Numeri-
cal simulation of the time evolution for state |3, A〉 (see Fig.
1a). Half a period is shown. The wavefunction exhibits the
oscillatory behaviour predicted in (6). The color code in a) is
also used here.
A. Aharonov-Bohm localization and topological
edge states
The Creutz model with φ = ±pi, m = 0 is of par-
ticular interest because it presents non-dispersive energy
bands. Such flat bands have a constant dispersion re-
lation, E(k) = c, and thus a vanishing group velocity,
meaning that particles stay localized in space. This effect
is caused by interference arising from Aharonov-Bohm
phases, and has been termed AB caging. This effect is
most clearly seen in the rhombus chain lattice, shown
in Fig. 2b). Consider a particle initially localized on
one of the central sites with a coordination number of
four, which we can term a spinal site. It will propa-
gate to a neighboring spinal site in two successive tun-
neling processes, and two different routes are available
for this; either via the upper side of the chain, or the
lower side. Due the the Peierls phases acquired along
each path, there is a phase difference of φ between these
paths, and consequently if φ = pi, the two paths interfere
destructively. In that case the occupation of the neigh-
boring spinal sites is frozen at zero, and the particle only
undergoes a breathing motion from the initial site to its
four neighbours. These five sites constitute the particle’s
“cage”.
Being a quantum interference effect, this phenomenon
requires no disorder, and indeed, has been shown to be ro-
bust to moderate levels of it [18]. As well as the rhombus
chain lattice [7, 14, 19], this caging occurs in a variety of
other flat-band bipartite lattices, including the T3 or dice
lattice [6] and the Lieb lattice [20]. The most direct way
to observe AB caging is to measure the ocupation num-
bers for all sites in the lattice during the time evolution,
and check that a particle initially localized in a single site
only visits a small number of them (its cage). This ap-
proach is convenient for waveguide lattice setups, given
that the initial state requires only pumping light into a
single site. Experimental observation of AB caging has
indeed been recently observed in this way for a waveguide
rhombus chain using classical light [11].
The Creutz ladder differs from the rhombus chain, in
that every site has the same coordination number. Their
geometries, however, are closely related. A Creutz lad-
der with no rungs (m = 0) can be obtained by identi-
fying the top and bottom sites of two rhombus chains
(see Fig. 2c). Accordingly we would expect the resul-
tant Creutz ladder to inherit the AB cages from the con-
stituent rhombus chains. This expectation can be verified
explicitly by analyzing the Creutz ladder using a basis of
Wannier states [21] |j±〉 with support on the four sites
(j, A; j, B; j+1, A; j+1, B) that form each one of the pla-
quettes in the ladder [13, 18, 22], defined by the following
expression:
|j±〉 = 1
2
[ |j, A〉+i |j, B〉∓i |j + 1, A〉∓|j + 1, B〉 ]. (4)
Their energies in the flat band limit are E± = ±2J . Any
localized state with no support on the ends of the system
can be expressed as a superposition of these plaquette
states. In particular,
|j, α〉 = 1
2
[− i |j−〉+ i |j+〉+ |j+1 +〉+ |j+1−〉 ]. (5)
Thus, in this limit the time evolution of state |j, α〉 will be
periodic, with a frequency equal to the absolute value of
the energy of the bands. Using the definition of the Wan-
4nier basis [Eq. (4)] in the time-dependent state yields:
|ψ(t)〉 = 1
2
sin(2Jt)
[−σα |j + 1, α〉+i |j + 1, α〉
+σα |j − 1, α〉+i |j − 1, α〉
]
+ cos(2Jt) |j, α〉 , (6)
which describes an oscillatory behaviour between the
original site and its first neighbours. Here, J is the di-
agonal hopping amplitude and t is time. As expected,
this behaviour is reminiscent of the one found in the
rhombus chain [7]. The initial site and its first neigh-
bours constitute the AB cage of the particle. Site j, α,
in the same rung of the ladder as the initial site, is one
of its second neighbours if m = 0 and, as such, is not
included in the cage. An exact numerical simulation was
carried out for a system with L = 6. The time step
used was ∆t = 0.001, in units such that ~ = 1. The
results are shown in Fig. 2d. The obtained half-period
was T1/2 = 1.572. This result agrees with the analytical
calculation in Eq. (6), where T1 = 2pi/2J = pi. A similar
analysis shows that the cage for a particle localized at a
single end site (e.g. 1, A, see Fig. 1a) is constituted by
the four sites closer to that end of the ladder (for 1, A,
these are 1, A; 1, B; 2, A; 2, B).
FIG. 3. Wavefunctions for both edge states corresponding to
the systems labeled a) P, b) Q and c) S in the ν = 1 phase (see
Fig. 1b) for a ladder of length 12, obtained using numerical
exact diagonalization on the Creutz Hamiltonian. In systems
P and Q, AB interference keeps the particle localized in the
two end sites. Diagrams similar to Fig. 2a are included (left).
In system S, localization is exponential. Bar graphs have been
included in case S to illustrate the exponential decay of the
wavefunctions. In all diagrams, the color of the sites and bars
correspond to the phase and modulus of the wavefunction,
following the color code specified in Fig. 2a.
Another interesting feature of the Creutz model is its
edge states. These are only present in the topological
phases, and are topologically protected by spatial inver-
sion symmetry I (for all values of φ), and additionally
by the chiral symmetry X = −iσy for φ = ±pi. In
this regime, the system can be classified into class BDI
[13, 23]. For other values of φ, however, the classification
is not so clear, as inversion symmetry is not one of the
traditional symmetries considered in the classification of
topological insulators [24]. The topological systems in
which it plays a significant role cannot be sorted into
the usual symmetry classes, and do not usually exhibit
edge states (something unusual for a topological insula-
tor) [25]. The Creutz ladder is almost unique as it does
present edge states protected by I, making it an excellent
tool to probe these exotic symmetry classes.
A simple yet partially unexplored question so far is
the appearance of these edge states for different values
of the parameters of the system. The form of the edge
states depends drastically on the presence or absence of
the vertical hopping amplitude. For m = 0, AB inter-
ference localizes the particle entirely in the first or last
sites of the ladder, as was already pointed out by Creutz
for the pi-flux case [5]. As an example, in the states |LP 〉
and |LQ〉, the paths |1A〉 → |2A〉 and |1B〉 → |2A〉 cancel
each other out (see Figs. 3a,b). Any other, more com-
plicated, path to site |2A〉 from one of the end sites |1α〉
gets canceled out with the corresponding one from site
|1α〉. All edge states for m = 0 obey the formula:
|Lφ〉 = 1√
2
[
|1, A〉 − eiφ/2 |1, B〉
]
(7)
|Rφ〉 = 1√
2
[
|L,A〉 − e−iφ/2 |L,B〉
]
. (8)
In particular, the edge states of the systems correspond-
ing to the points P and Q in the topological phase dia-
gram (Fig. 1b) have the expression:
|LP 〉 ≡ |Lφ=pi〉 = 1√
2
[|1, A〉 − i |1, B〉]
|RP 〉 ≡ |Rφ=pi〉 = 1√
2
[|L,A〉+ i |L,B〉]
|LQ〉 ≡ |Lφ=pi/2〉 = 1√
2
[
|1, A〉+ e3ipi/4 |1, B〉
]
|RQ〉 ≡ |Rφ=pi/2〉 = 1√
2
[
|L,A〉+ e−3ipi/4 |L,B〉
]
.
This is confirmed by the numerical results shown in Fig.
3a,b.
For all values of φ, the particle is AB-localized in only
two sites as long as m = 0, a remarkable result given
that the AB caging for single-particle bulk states only
occurs for the flat-band systems m = 0, φ = ±pi. At this
point, it is important to have in mind that the details
of the phase differences of the wavefunction between the
different sites are gauge dependent, but the physical con-
clusions obtained (such as localization) are not. Adding
rungs to the ladder prevents the lattice from being bipar-
tite and creates many new paths with amplitudes that do
5not vanish when added together. These changes cause the
wavefunction to leak out of the end sites, and present an
exponential profile instead, as is frequently seen in phys-
ical boundary states. A bar graph illustrates the expo-
nential nature of the states in Fig. 3c. The edge states
represented in Fig. 3a-c correspond to the systems la-
beled P, Q and S in the phase diagram from Fig. 1b,
and were obtained diagonalizing the Creutz Hamiltonian
numerically for a length of L = 12.
B. Photonic implementation
A direct implementation of a physical Creutz-like
structure will encounter the problem of designing the
crosslinks. Some efforts have been made in this direc-
tion. For example, an ultracold atom setup was proposed
in which two overlapping zigzag optical lattices could be
used to realize the lattice geometry [26].
An alternative way to overcome this challenge, which
we will explore in this work, is to use a synthetic dimen-
sion. Synthetic dimensions are widely used in photonic
materials [27] and ultracold atom systems [28, 29] to in-
crease the dimensionality of the lattice. A synthetic di-
mension employs a non-spatial discrete degree of freedom
of the system (often the frequency mode number in pho-
tonic arrays and the different atomic hyperfine levels in
ultracold atoms) to increase the number of dimensions
by one. In this way the physics of a system with d + 1
spatial dimensions can be simulated by a d-dimensional
system with one additional synthetic dimension.
The simplest way to implement the Creutz ladder in
this manner in a photonic system would be to use a two-
level degree of freedom to simulate the vertical dimen-
sion of the ladder (i.e. the two different legs) in a one-
dimensional chain of resonators. This way, the diagonal
links exist in the synthetic space, and their crossing poses
no practical problem. One possible realization using a 1D
array of parallel waveguides is to make use of two differ-
ent electromagnetic modes to represent the two legs of
the ladder in each waveguide, as shown in Fig. 4a). This
same scheme, but using atomic orbitals instead of elec-
tromagnetic modes, was recently used in an ultracold yt-
terbium atom system in an optical lattice to achieve one
of the first experimental implementations of the Creutz
ladder [30]. A system very similar to the Creutz ladder
was also previously realized in cold atoms using the same
approach [31].
Another way to tackle the problem would be to sim-
ulate the Creutz ladder in a different system using the
approach suggested in Ref. [11], which would make use
of the topological similarities between the Creutz lad-
der and the rhombus chain. In that work, a photonic
rhombus chain was constructed using a waveguide lat-
FIG. 4. a) Creutz ladder in one spatial and one synthetic
dimension. In a photonic setup two different electromagnetic
modes would represent the two legs. In a cold atom system, s
and p atomic orbitals would be used instead. This setup was
implemented recently using ytterbium atoms in an optical lat-
tice [30]. b) Simulation of the Creutz ladder using a rhombus
chain with a large energy offset in the sites with four first
neighbours (shaded in green). The particles are restricted to
the top and bottom sites, but they can tunnel from one site
to another via virtual processes involving the middle sites.
This way, an effective lattice with the geometry of the Creutz
ladder is obtained. The synthetic magnetic field is inherited
from the one in the rhombus chain. [11]
tice. No synthetic dimensions are necessary to build the
rhombus lattice, as no tunneling processes cross, mak-
ing its physical realization considerably more straight-
forward. If a sufficiently high potential energy is then
imposed on the spinal sites, the edge sites will then be-
have effectively as the two legs of a Creutz ladder (Fig.
4b). A very similar photonic rhombus chain was also
realized in another recent work [32]. The synthetic mag-
netic field can be obtained with auxiliary waveguides that
retard the wavefunction appropriately [32], or with Flo-
quet engineering, combining a periodic modulation of the
refraction index with an energy gradient [11]. In these
systems, it is especially easy to observe the AB caging.
In the scalar-paraxial approximation used, the direction
along the waveguides behaves as the time dimension of
the simulated model. That way, if light is injected into
the waveguide j, α, the oscillatory movement predicted
by Eq. (6) will be observed as spatially periodic (breath-
ing) movements in and out of its first neighbours. It
would thus be possible to obtain the Creutz ladder ana-
logue of these results (i.e. Fig. 2d) in the existing pho-
tonic implementations of rhombus chain, using the map-
ping between them detailed above.
6The highly localized nature of the edge states of the
Creutz ladder implies that they too can be directly ob-
served in a similar way. Distinguishing them, however,
is inherently harder than simply observing their localiza-
tion, because of the phase difference needed between dif-
ferent sites even in the simplest edge states [Eqs. (7,8)].
The discussion above shows that the noninteracting
Creutz ladder can be implemented experimentally in pho-
tonic systems, and that interesting new phenomena are
already accessible in that framework. In the following
section, we will discuss the considerably more compli-
cated question of including on-site interactions in the
Creutz model, and its experimental feasibility.
III. CREUTZ-HUBBARD LADDER
As we noted earlier, interactions between particles play
an interesting role in both topological and flat band sys-
tems. This motivates the inclusion of an interaction term
in the Creutz Hamiltonian. In the literature, nearest
neighbor [18, 22, 33] or on-site interactions, both attrac-
tive [34, 35] and repulsive [12, 13] have been considered,
We will consider an on-site repulsive (U > 0) Hubbard
interaction term in the Creutz Hamiltonian:
HCH = HC + U
2
∑
j,α
c†jαc
†
jαcjαcjα. (9)
Given that c
(†)
jα are bosonic operators, there is no limit
to the number of particles that a single site can hold.
Nevertheless, for reasons that will become apparent soon,
we will focus on the case where only two particles pop-
ulate the ladder, the minimal case for interaction effects
to occur. We will use a standard Fock space (occupa-
tion number) basis for this system, where {|1i,α1j,β〉} is
defined as:{
|1i,α1j,β〉 ≡ c†i,αc†j,β |0〉 i 6= j or α 6= β
|1i,α1i,α〉 ≡ |2i,α〉 ≡ 1√2 (c
†
i,α)
2 |0〉 . (10)
Using this basis, any state |ψ〉 can be expressed as:
|ψ〉 =
∑
(i,α)6=(j,β)
1
2
λi,α;j,β |1i,α1j,β〉
+
∑
i,α
λi,α;i,α |2i,α〉 , (11)
where λi,α;j,β are the expansion coefficients. The bosonic
nature of the particles makes us consider |1i,α1j,β〉 and
|1j,β1i,α〉 two different labels for the same state, and im-
pose the constraint λi,α;j,β = λj,β;i,α. The factor 1/2
takes care of this formal doubling of the non-diagonal
states.
A. Doublon caging and edge states
For sufficiently large values of U , this repulsive inter-
action can actually bind both particles together. This
can be understood in energetics terms: if U  J,m, the
states of the system with a doubly-occupied site have
a much higher energy than the others. As there is no
dissipation in our model, conservation of energy means
that a doubly occupied state cannot evolve into a pair
of separated particles under time evolution. Both par-
ticles thus move together around the lattice as a pair,
forming a quasiparticle named a doublon. A more realis-
tic model where dissipation is taken into account would
see doublons break apart after a certain lifetime, due to
different mechanisms as doublon-doublon scattering or
phonon scattering [36].
The rungless (i.e. m = 0) pi-flux Creutz-Hubbard lad-
der with repulsive interactions has been studied for differ-
ent values of its filling factor. These studies have shown
that doublons are stable in the presence of other dou-
blons, something not obvious because the interactions
between them might cause their collapse. For a dense
enough system, a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid of doublons
is spontaneously formed, while single particles remain lo-
calized in the background [12, 13]. This shows that the
study of doublons is relevant for systems with a finite
particle density, and not only for ideal synthetic systems
with only a few particles.
Given that the doublon will have an electric charge 2q
(with q the charge of one particle), we can expect to find
analogues of the behaviour found in the single particle
dynamics for half the magnetic flux than in the latter
case. In particular, AB caging for doublons is expected
to be found for φ = ±pi/2. Because of the periodicity
of the phase diagram in φ, caging should also be found
for φ = ±3pi/2. For these values of the flux, the inde-
pendent particles are not localized, and this paints an in-
teresting picture: an ensemble of localized doublons and
free-moving particles. This is the opposite situation to
the rungless pi-flux regime, in which particles were caged
and pairs could propagate.
Doublon edge states cannot be treated in the same way
as their single particle counterparts in 1D and quasi-1D
systems, as the usual bulk-boundary correspondence is
not valid and the value of the Zak phase is not correlated
to the existence of topological doublon edge states [37].
Consequently a different approach must be employed. In
the m = 0 case, the simplicity of the AB-localized single-
particle edge states in Eqs. (7,8) allows us to probe for
analogous doublon edge states. The relative phase be-
tween the sites must now be twice that of the single-
particle states, to match the AB phase acquired in each
7hopping by the doublon of charge 2q:
|2Lφ〉 = 1√
2
[|21,A〉 − eiφ |21,B〉] (12)
|2Rφ〉 = 1√
2
[|2L,A〉 − e−iφ |2L,B〉] . (13)
Exact numerical time evolution of these states confirm
their stationary nature and identifies them as eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian (9) (see Fig. 5f). Photonic doublon
edge states can be used to create maximally entangled
multiphoton (so-called NOON) states, which find appli-
cations in high-precision quantum metrology [38, 39]. In
our system, the state |2Lφ〉+ |2Rφ〉 constitutes a NOON
state. A driving potential could also be used to imple-
ment a doublon transfer protocol between both ends of
the ladder, which could find applications in the field of
quantum information [40].
Fig. 5 shows several numerical simulations of the run-
gless Creutz-Hubbard ladder for different values of its
parameters. To get an intuitive feeling for the dynamics,
color was used to encode two important features of the
wavefunctions (Fig. 5a): the expectation value of the oc-
cupation number for each site, 〈ni,α〉, and a measure for
the doublonness of the wavefunction, di,α. This measure
is the probability that, if the site i, α is measured and
found not to be empty, two particles (and not only one)
are found in it [41]:
〈ni,α〉 = 〈ψ| c†i,αci,α |ψ〉 =
=
∑
j 6=i,β 6=α
|λi,α;j,β |2 + 2|λi,α;i,α|2 (14)
di,α =
|λi,α;i,α|2∑
∀j,β |λi,α;j,β |2
. (15)
The initial state for Figs. 5b-d is |23,A〉, in which both
particles start at site 3, A. The initial state for Fig.
5e is |LP 〉 ⊗ |4, A〉 = (1/
√
2)[|11,A14,A〉 − i |11,B14,A〉]
[see Eq. (7)], for 5f it is |2Lφ=pi/2〉 [Eq. (12)] and
for 5g, |LP 〉 ⊗ |RP 〉 = (1/2)[|11,A1L,A〉 − i |11,B1L,A〉 +
i |11,A1L,B〉 + |11,B1L,B〉]. As shown in the figure, the
characteristic times for doublon dynamics are around one
order of magnitude greater than the ones for single par-
ticle dynamics.
B. Effective bidimensional model and photonic
implementation
A 2D system of noninteracting particles can be used to
simulate a 1D system with interactions. This is possible
because an exact mapping exists between the equations
describing both systems. This is a well-known method
of treating low-dimensional interacting systems, and has
FIG. 5. Numerical time evolution of the two-particle Creutz-
Hubbard ladder. All simulations use J = 1, m = 0 and a time
step of ∆t = 0.3. The left (right) column uses φ = pi/2 (pi) a)
Color code used for the figures. 〈ni,α〉 is the expected value
for the occupation number of each site [see Eq.(14)] and di,α
is a measure of the doublonness of the state [Eq. (15)]. b) A
caged doublon around site 3, A. This can be observed for φ =
±pi/2;±3pi/2 and U  J . c) A doublon which is not localized,
the behaviour for the rest of values of φ if U  t. d) A doublon
collapsing into two quasi-independent particles. This happens
if U ' J , for any value of φ. e) A particle remains localized
at the left edge and the other one is caged around site 4, A.
This can only happen for φ = ±pi. Otherwise, the second
particle would not be localized. f) Doublon left edge state
|2Lφ〉 [Eq. (12)], possible for any value of φ if U  J . This
state is stationary. g) Each particle stays localized at one end.
This can also happen for any value of φ, and the state is also
stationary.
8FIG. 6. a) Quasi-2D lattice for the effective model, result of the Cartesian product of two Creutz ladders (left and bottom).
All of the intercell (orange and brown) hoppings in the figure must be established between all adjacent unit cells. b) Portion
of the analogous lattice in 3D. The three nonlocal hoppings per unit cell are represented by dotted lines.
been employed for both conventional [42–44] and topo-
logical materials. [37, 45]
Using the Fock basis, the Schro¨dinger equation
for the two-particle photonic Creutz-Hubbard system,
HCH |ψ〉 = E |ψ〉, turns into a system of linear equations
that can be interpreted as describing a single bosonic
particle hopping around a quasi-2D lattice. This system
of equations is calculated in Appendix B. The resulting
lattice can be obtained as the Cartesian product of two
Creutz ladders. The sites in this new lattice are labeled
with the four indices i, α, j, β, where i, α would be the
position of the first particle in the original model, and
j, β that of the second one (see Fig. 6a). In this way, the
diagonal sites i, α, i, α correspond to states with a doubly
occupied site in the original Creutz lattice. If the particle
never leaves the diagonal in the 2D lattice, that implies
that the corresponding 1D doublon would not decay into
two separate particles. The interaction energy U has to
be reinterpreted as an on-site potential in the diagonal
sites of the 2D model.
Although the resulting quasi-2D lattice might be
thought of as four-dimensional, the small size of two of
its dimensions can be exploited to rearrange the lattice in
a 3D geometry with some nonlocal hopping amplitudes,
as shown in Fig. 6b). To do this, it is useful to relabel
the states with a new index ζ = 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding
to the values (α, β) = (A,A), (A,B), (B,A), (B,B). This
small perspective shift gives the key to a possible scheme
for an experimental implementation of the model. In or-
der to construct the equivalent of a 3D lattice evolving in
time in a photonic system, at least one dimension must
be synthetic. In the Creutz-Hubbard model, the natural
choice is the ζ dimension described above.
This is especially convenient, because synthetic gauge
fields and nonlocal hopping amplitudes are easier to im-
plement in synthetic space than real space. [27, 46] Three
nonlocal hoppings would be necessary per unit cell (two
for the rungless ladder), represented with dotted lines in
Fig. 6b. It is worth noting that, if the synthetic dimen-
sion is periodic, no nonlocal hoppings are needed.
A specific setup for the photonic Creutz-Hubbard lad-
der could be similar to the one proposed in a recent work
[15]. In it, oscillating columns of waveguides act as sites
in a 2D lattice, and the synthetic dimension is repre-
sented by the modes of oscillation of the column. Four
modes in a square lattice would suffice to implement our
system.
In Fig. 7, the quasi-2D representations of the simula-
tions in Fig. 5 are shown. This way of presenting them
carries more information than its counterpart used in Fig.
5, but it is also much less intuitive. The lattice sites are
arranged as indicated by Fig. 6a. In an experiment, the
initial state |2iα〉 would be easy to prepare, allowing for
the observation of the different phenomena in Fig. 7a.
9FIG. 7. Quasi-2D plots for the simulations in Fig. 5. a) Different time evolutions for the initial state |23,A〉, depending on the
parameters of the system (see Fig. 5b-d). b) Single particle edge state and caged particle (see Fig. 5e). c) Doublon edge state
(Fig. 5f). d) One particle at each end (Fig. 5g).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied numerically several
exotic phenomena that arise in the photonic Creutz
and Creutz-Hubbard ladders. The former has already
been implemented experimentally, and we propose a 3D
waveguide lattice setup to implement the latter, possible
thanks to the new possibilities that the use of synthetic
dimensions can offer. It is our understanding that the
current state of the art in the rapidly evolving field of
photonics allows this proposal to be implemented in a
real system. This would mark the first instance of a pho-
tonic quasi-1D topological insulator with interactions.
In the single-particle model, we have focused on the
caging of particles and the topologically protected edge
states, which are AB-localized in the absence of rung-like
hoppings, even when no localized bulk energy eigenstates
exist. We then considered the two-particle model, the
minimal model with interactions, and studied the dou-
blon collapse, the different caging regimes (in particular,
the doublon caging for m = 0, φ = pi/2) and the doublon
edge states. These results show that the phase diagram
of these systems have many interesting phenomena to
observe away from the usually-studied φ = pi limit. In
particular, analogous caging regimes will be present for
multiplons with different numbers of particles at differ-
ent values of the magnetic flux, giving rise to complex
physical situations that require further study.
Once realized, these photonic systems could be the first
to observe many of the interesting features of the Creutz
and Creutz-Hubbard models, marking a milestone in
the research of low-dimensional topological systems and
flat band models. Moreover, in the interacting case, it
would mark a step forward in the understanding of the
complicated interplay between interactions and topology,
the details of which are still not completely understood.
The Creutz and Creutz-Hubbard models constitute an
ideal playground in which flat band dynamics, particle
interactions and nontrivial topology can be studied in
depth, separately or at the same time, allowing for a
complete study of the rich interplay between them.
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Appendix A: Numerical Zak phase calculation
The Zak phase associated with a given energy band of
a 1D system is always calculated in the bulk (i.e. with
periodic boundary conditions), and is defined as:
Z = i
∮
BZ
〈k| ∂k |k〉 dk, (A1)
where |k〉 is the state of the band with quasimomentum
k and the integral is calculated along the Brillouin zone.
To be able to do a numerical calculation of the Zak
phase, we need to use the discretized version of expression
(A1):
Z = i
∑
k∈BZ
1
∆k
〈k| ∂k
[
|k + ∆k〉 − |k〉
]
dk, (A2)
where ∆k is the numerical reciprocal lattice spacing. For
∆k = pi/a, with a the lattice constant, this is just the
actual formula for which expression (A1) is only a short-
hand to, given that the spatial periodicity of the bulk
discretizes reciprocal space. Our reciprocal lattice spac-
ing is ∆k = pi/a, and thus no approximation is made
here.
To do the numerical calculation, it is necessary to write
equation (A2) in the form of a Wilson loop, because oth-
erwise the result can be affected by the arbitrary gauge
the numerically calculated states will inevitably have.
Using the Maclaurin series for the logarithm we obtain:
Z = −Im Log
∏
k∈BZ
〈k〉 k + ∆k, (A3)
where we take the principal value of the logarithm. This
causes the Zak phase to be defined modulo 2pi. Equation
(A3) was used in the numerical calculation mentioned in
the main text.
Appendix B: Equations of motion
Using the Fock basis for the states and the definitions
(1) and (9) for the Hamiltonian, the Schro¨dinger equation
for the two-particle Creutz-Hubbard system, HCH |ψ〉 =
E |ψ〉, turns into the following system of linear equations:
Eλi,α;j,β = −J [λ˜i+1,α¯;j,β + λ˜i−1,α¯;j,β + λ˜i,α;j+1,β¯
+ λ˜i,α;j−1,β¯ ]− Jαλ˜i−sα,α;j,β − J∗αλ˜i+sα,α;j,β
− Jβλ˜i,α;j−sβ ,β − J∗β λ˜i,α;j+sβ ,β
−m[λ˜i,α¯;j,β + λ˜i,α;j,β¯ ] for (i, α) 6= (j, β)
E
2
√
2
λi,α;i,α = −J [λ˜i+1,α¯;i,α + λ˜i−1,α¯;i,α]
− Jαλ˜i−sα,α;i,α − J∗αλ˜i+sα,α;i,α
−mλ˜i,α¯;i,α + U
2
λ˜i,α;i,α, (B1)
with λ˜i,α;j,β ≡ [1 + δi,jδα,β(
√
2− 1)]λi,α;j,β .
As discussed in the main text, this system of equa-
tions can be reinterpreted as describing the movement of
one particle on a quasi-2D lattice with the coordinates
(i, α, j, β).
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